Performing network analysis using data from social networks
Create an account on https://netlytic.org

Making sense of online conversations

- Netlytic is a cloud-based text and social networks analyzer that can automatically summarize and discover communication networks from publicly available social media posts. It uses public APIs to collect posts from Twitter and YouTube. It also supports the analysis of your own datasets.

- The platform is ideal for teaching and learning about social media analytics. It is currently being used by hundreds of educators and thousands of students around the globe. Netlytic also supports social science research on online participation and communities.

- We at Netlytic promote ethical research with social media data! This means that in addition to respecting the social media sites’ terms of service, if you are using Netlytic, you are responsible for reviewing and following ethical guidelines and best practices established by your institution when working with social media data. Please also review the Ethical Decision-Making and Internet Research Recommendations by the Association of Internet Researchers.
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Terms of Use Agreement

Netlytic®
Creator and Developer: Dr. Anatoliy Gruzd, Canada

Please read this agreement carefully. Your use of any service made available through Netlytic (the Service) indicates that You accept the following terms and conditions. If You do not agree to these terms and conditions, You may not use the Service.

1. Use of Service You may submit information to Netlytic, which will be used to run a designated program, generate results, and provide the results to You, over the World Wide Web. You may use the results for research and academic research use.

You agree not to imply that the results have any warranty or endorsement from Anatoliy Gruzd (Developer). You agree not to
The protest against the Covid-19 measures in Berlin

Boltcutter @Boltcutter161 - Aug 29
Went to the Brandenburger Tor after a while, felt a lot more tense there and left rather quickly, didn't like being alone among Q followers and people with Reichsflaggen #Berlin2908 #BerlinDemo #b2908

Elena Handtrack @elenahandtrack - Aug 29
I am ashamed to say that these images came out of my country today.

We teach our dark history so much in order to prevent such hate from ever taking over again, but these #be2908 protesters nonetheless tried to storm our Parliament alongside Neonazis.

Group tries to storm Berlin parliament after mass Covid-19 protest
Nephew of John F Kennedy addresses previously banned demonstration against restrictions
🔗irishtimes.com
The protest against the Covid-19 measures in Berlin

Marcus Schwarze 🇩🇪 @MarcusSchwarze · Aug 29
Auf diesem Video verteidigen drei Polizisten die letzten Stufen auf dem Reichstag, einer ohne Helm, und ich weiß nicht, welchen ich mehr bewundere. Was für Vollidioten davor. #Berlin2908 #b2908
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I am ashamed to say that these images came out of my country today.

We teach our dark history so much in order to prevent such hate from ever taking over again, but these #be2908 protesters nonetheless tried to storm our Parliament alongside Neonazis.
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The protest against the Covid-19 measures in Berlin

"Het Volk stormt!! Het stormt.. Wir sind da's Volk, wir sind da's Volk !! " Haut-Ab Polizei!

against #CoronavirusXOAH

TEGEN #coronamaatregelen and crimes against Humanity & pur Children by Politicians worldwide...

#Berlijn 🌟 😎